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A Reconstruction-Classiﬁcation Method for
Multifrequency Electrical Impedance Tomography
Emma Malone*, Gustavo Sato dos Santos, David Holder, and Simon Arridge
Abstract—Multifrequency Electrical Impedance Tomography
is an imaging technique which distinguishes biological tissues by
their unique conductivity spectrum. Recent results suggest that the
use of spectral constraints can signiﬁcantly improve image quality.
We present a combined reconstruction-classiﬁcation method for
estimating the spectra of individual tissues, whilst simultaneously
reconstructing the conductivity. The advantage of this method is
that a priori knowledge of the spectra is not required to be exact in
that the constraints are updated at each step of the reconstruction.
In this paper, we investigate the robustness of the proposed method
to errors in the initial guess of the tissue spectra, and look at the
effect of introducing spatial smoothing. We formalize and validate
a frequency-difference variant of reconstruction-classiﬁcation,
and compare the use of absolute and frequency-difference data in
the case of a phantom experiment.
Index Terms—Electrical impedance tomography, electrophys-
ical imaging, inverse methods, image reconstruction—iterative,
machine learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
E LECTRICAL IMPEDANCE TOMOGRAPHY (EIT) isan imaging method by which the conductivity of an ob-
ject is recovered from measurements of the boundary voltage
distribution induced by the injection of a known current. Im-
ages of live tissues and organs can be obtained by placing elec-
trodes on the skin and injecting a small current into the body.
EIT could provide a safe and cost effective alternative to estab-
lished clinical imaging methods for a multitude of applications.
However, the imaging problem is severely ill-posed and the re-
sulting image quality is limited.
Extensive literature has been published on the subject of time-
difference EIT, which allows for the observation of a change in
conductivity which occurs over time. This technique has been
successfully applied to imaging dynamic body functions such as
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respiration [1], gastric emptying [2] or the cardiac cycle [3]. The
experimental procedure involves the acquisition of two data sets
at different time points, and an image of the resulting conduc-
tivity difference is produced by inverting a linearized sensitivity
model [4], [5]. The imaging problem of time-difference EIT is
relatively simple, in that referring the data to a baseline reduces
the sensitivity of the method to modelling and instrumentation
errors [6].
Multifrequency, or multispectral, EIT is a technique for pro-
ducing EIT images from static boundary voltage data, which
does not require baseline measurements. Two or more data sets
are acquired whilst varying the modulation frequency of the cur-
rent, and biological tissues are distinguished by the unique de-
pendence of their conductivity on frequency. The data can ei-
ther be considered in its absolute form [7], [8], or sensitivity
of the method to modelling errors can be reduced by referring
the data against another frequency, at the cost of a reduction in
contrast. With the exception of simple cases [9]–[12], MFEIT
presents a more challenging imaging problem than time-differ-
ence EIT in that the absence of a linearization point forces us
to solve the full nonlinear model. The value in pursuing MFEIT
lies in the potential for diagnostic imaging, especially in appli-
cations which would beneﬁt from the low cost and portability of
EIT systems. For example, it has been proposed to use MFEIT
for breast cancer screening [13], lung imaging [14], [15], mon-
itoring of brain injury in intensive care [16], differentiating be-
tween stroke types in the ambulance [12], [17], [18]. However,
this technique has received less attention in the literature and is
at an earlier stage of development with respect to time-differ-
ence EIT.
We previously presented an MFEIT method which allows for
the inclusion of explicit spectral constraints in the image recon-
struction problem [19]. The proposed fraction reconstruction
method exploits prior knowledge of the conductive properties
of the tissues: the conductivity of each voxel is modelled as
a linear combination of the spectra of the component tissues,
multiplied by the respective volume fraction values. Given that
the spatial distribution of the tissues is independent of the fre-
quency at which measurements are taken, the tissue fractions
can be reconstructed directly and simultaneously from all sets
of multifrequency data. This choice brings multiple advantages;
ﬁrst, the introduction of spectral constraints results in a reduc-
tion in the degrees of freedom of the problem and second, it
becomes possible to use frequency-difference data without in-
creasing the number of unknowns. Results obtained in simula-
tion and phantom experiments suggest that the use of spectral
constraints yields a signiﬁcant improvement in image quality
with respect to pre-existing MFEIT methods.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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The disadvantage of the fraction reconstructionmethod is that
exact prior knowledge of the tissue conductivities is required.
This limits the application of the method to cases in which the
conductivity of the tissues involved are known with a high level
of accuracy. Approximate values for the tissue spectra can be
obtained from the literature or in vivo empirical measurements,
however these values are subject to variability. For example, un-
predictable variations may be caused by changes in temperature,
cell count, or ﬂow-rate of bodily ﬂuids. The fraction method
treats the conductivity of a tissue at a certain frequency as a
point-value, which is assumed to be known exactly and is ﬁxed
throughout the reconstruction. In this paper, a more realistic rep-
resentation of the prior is obtained by associating a probability
distribution to the tissue spectra. Further, we propose to use
the multifrequency boundary voltage data to inform the spec-
tral model, in addition to reconstructing the conductivity.
A similar problem in the ﬁeld of diffuse optical tomography
(DOT) was studied by Hiltunen et al. [20]. In DOT imaging,
two physical quantities are recovered: light absorption and scat-
tering. The authors proposed to exploit the covariance between
the absorption and scattering parameters to perform an algo-
rithm which alternated reconstruction and classiﬁcation steps. If
the result of the reconstruction step is visualized in a 2D scatter
plot where the axes are the absorption and the scattering param-
eters, then the values form a number of clusters that is equal to
the number of tissues in the domain. The voxels can therefore
be classiﬁed by the clustering, and the mean and standard devi-
ation of the tissue properties can be updated on the basis of the
image. This idea can not be applied directly to EIT because there
is only one reconstructed parameter, the conductivity. However,
the covariance between the conductivity recovered at different
frequencies can be treated in a similar way to distinguish be-
tween the tissues. The voxels can therefore be classiﬁed on the
basis of the clustering of the spectra in a scatter plot of dimen-
sions the number of frequencies.
In this paper, a method is presented for estimating the real
spectra of the tissues in the domain, whilst simultaneously re-
constructing an image of conductivity for each frequency. It is
assumed that the domain is occupied by a ﬁnite number of tis-
sues with distinct spectral properties, and the conductivity spec-
trum of each tissue is modelled by a Gaussian distribution. If
each element is occupied by one, and only one, tissue, then a
label can be assigned to each element. These labels constitute
a hidden variable that determines the conductivity. The prob-
ability that a voxel is occupied by a certain tissue is obtained
by “fuzzy labelling” the reconstructed conductivity image. The
result of the labelling step is used to update the initial guess of
the mean and covariance of the spectra at each iteration of the
reconstruction algorithm.
We validate the proposed reconstruction-classiﬁcation
method on simulated data, and we test the robustness of our
method to errors in the initial guess of the tissue conductivities
for increasing levels of variance. We compare results obtained
with and without introducing spatially smoothing regulariza-
tion. We investigate the use of frequency-difference data in the
reconstruction-classiﬁcation method and validate the method
using simulated data. The images obtained in simulation are
evaluated and compared by an objective measure of quality. Fi-
TABLE I
GLOSSARY
nally, we apply the proposed method to experimental phantom
data and compare the use of absolute and frequency-difference
data.
II. METHODS
A. Inverse Problem of EIT
The objective of the EIT inverse problem is to estimate
the internal conductivity distribution of an object from the
Neumann-to-Dirichlet map. Given the boundary voltage mea-
surements , and assuming that the measurement noise is
Gaussian distributed, an image of the conductivity is obtained
by minimizing
(1)
where is the modulation frequency of the current,
is the forward map, is the covariance of the
measurement noise and is a regularizing function.
B. Multinomial Model
The Finite Element Model of a conductive object is con-
sidered. It is assumed that the object is composed of a
ﬁnite number of tissues, and that each element of the mesh
is assigned to a single tissue. A set of binary variables
is deﬁned for each element,
where is the number of tissues,
(2)
The values
are drawn from a multinomial distribution
, where is the overall probability that an
element is occupied by the tissue . The values of are drawn
from a Dirichlet distribution , where is the
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expected number of elements in the th class. The probability
that the set is assigned to the th
element, given , is
(3)
If the tissue is assigned to the th voxel, then it is as-
sumed that the conductivity of the voxel at all frequencies
, where is the number of
frequencies, is given by a multivariate normal distribution
(4)
where speciﬁes the mean
and covariance matrix of the spectrum
of the th tissue. Therefore, if the indicator variables are
known, the probability distribution of the conductivities of the
th voxel is
(5)
The joint probability of recovering is
(6)
By marginalizing over all possible values of the indicator vari-
ables the mixture of Gaussians model for the conductivity
is obtained
(7)
Using a non-informative prior for the means , the
conjugate prior distribution for the covariances is given by the
normal inverse Wishart distribution
(8)
where is the dimension of the domain, indicates the number
of degrees of freedom, and is a scaling matrix. If the prior is
non-informative, and , so that
(9)
which is known as Jeffreys prior.
C. Combined Reconstruction-Classification Outline
A set of boundary voltage measurements
is acquired at each frequency .
The conductivity distribution can be recovered iteratively by
alternating a reconstruction and a classiﬁcation step
1) Reconstruction:
(10)
where accounts for voxels and frequen-
cies, indicates the Frobenious norm, and is a
weighting matrix.
2) Classiﬁcation:
(11)
(12)
D. Reconstruction
Substituting (5) into (10) and assuming that the elements are
independent, the objective function becomes
(13)
where
The weightingmatrix , of dimensions , holds the
values on the diagonal, where is
the initial guess for the conductivity, and serves the purpose of
equilibrating the contribution of each frequency to the recon-
struction. We assume that the measurement noise is not corre-
lated across frequencies, therefore the off-diagonal values are
all zero.
The regularization term is found by ﬁxing the value of the in-
dicator parameters to the maximum-a-posteriori estimate re-
covered by the previous classiﬁcation step
(14)
The result of the MAP estimate is a binary image with only 0
or 1 values, where for each voxel the label corresponding to the
tissue that has highest probability of occupying the voxel is set
to one, and all other labels are set to 0. The expected spectrum
of the th element becomes
(15)
if the th tissue has maximum probability of being assigned to
the th element. Therefore (5) becomes
(16)
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where and is a sparse matrix of
which the th block along the diagonal is if the th
elements belongs to the th class.
The conductivity at all frequencies is thus obtained from (10)
by minimizing,
(17)
where is a regularization parameter and is
the Cholesky decomposition of of .
Positivity is enforced by introducing an auxiliary variable
such that . The objective function is ex-
pressed in terms of the variable , and the derivatives are com-
puted using the chain rule. At the reconstruction step , the
problem is initialized to the result of the previous classiﬁcation
step , the corresponding auxiliary variable is computed, and
one step of damped Gauss-Newton descent [21] is performed to
obtain . Finally, the result of the reconstruction step is
E. Classification
The classiﬁcation step computes the expected values for the
labels (E-step), and updates the tissue-class spectral parameters
(M-step), given the conductivity image .
1) E-Step: The responsibility is a measure of the proba-
bility that the th voxel is occupied by the th tissue
(18)
The expectation for the indicator values is
(19)
Therefore the MAP estimate for the labels, and the solution to
(14), is
(20)
2) M-Step: The parameters are chosen in order to max-
imize the log posterior (12)
(21)
Averaging over all possible values of gives
(22)
Using Jensen's inequality [22] and ignoring terms which do not
depend on , we obtain a lower bound for the log-prior
(23)
Maximizing for and using the mode of
the Dirichlet distribution for , returns the update rules for the
parameters,
(24)
In the case of a non-informative priors and
(25)
(26)
(27)
F. Frequency-Difference Combined
Reconstruction-Classification Outline
The class parameters specify the mean
and covariance matrix of the relative spectrum of the th tissue:
where the lowest frequency is chosen as reference.
The conductivity distribution is recovered by performing a
reconstruction step using frequency-difference data, calculating
the frequency-difference conductivity images, and following
with a classiﬁcation step
1) Frequency-difference reconstruction:
(28)
where is the set of frequency-difference data. The fre-
quency-difference conductivity images are given by:
(29)
2) Frequency-difference classiﬁcation:
(30)
M-step:
(31)
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G. Frequency-Difference Reconstruction
The reconstruction problem is modiﬁed from the absolute
case to use data referred to a baseline frequency. If data is nor-
malized by the reference the norm of the residual error becomes
(32)
where hold the values
on the diagonal,
The result of the previous classiﬁcation step provides an ap-
proximated prior for the difference of the conductivity with re-
spect to the reference frequency:
(33)
where
(34)
(35)
H. Frequency-Difference Classification
The reconstruction problem using difference data is no longer
unique, however tissue-based clustering is observed in differ-
ence images given by . Therefore the
classiﬁcation algorithm is performed on the set of images
(34) and the parameters of the relative spectra are updated. The
implementation is otherwise the same as for the case of using
absolute data.
I. Spatial Smoothing
Spatial smoothing is introduced by adding a regularization
term to the objective function (17),
(36)
where assumes the general form of a Markov Random
ﬁeld
(37)
where runs over the neighbours of the th voxel, is a
weighting factor, and indicates a function of . In
this paper we choose and either
(homogeneous MRF) or (label-dependent
MRF).
J. Image Quality Evaluation
Three measures of error are considered in order to evaluate
the quality of images recovered from simulated data. The ﬁrst
is the -norm of the difference between the recovered conduc-
tivity and the numerical phantom , expressed as a
ratio of the norm of the model and divided by the number of
frequencies:
(38)
The second is the classiﬁcation error , given by the per-
centage of misclassiﬁed elements in the mesh. The third is the
mean error committed in approximating the spectra of the tissue
classes:
(39)
where indicates the simulated conductivities of the tissues and
the means of the tissue conductivities recovered by the last
classiﬁcation step.
To evaluate images recovered from experimental data, the
mean across frequencies of the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) is
considered. Given a tissue is deﬁned as
(40)
where indicates the standard deviation, and and
are the mean values of the image across the areas corresponding
to, respectively, the perturbation made of the tissue and the
background. In the case of simulated data, the positions of the
background and the perturbations are known exactly, and in the
case of experimental data, the positions are estimated by mea-
suring the location of the perturbations.
K. Visualization of Scatter Plots and Responsibility
Conductivity images are displayed alongside scatter plots and
responsibility images. The axis of the scatter plots are the pro-
jections onto the primary and secondary basis vectors of the
conductivity images, which are obtained by taking the SVD de-
composition of the matrix . Each point on the scatter
plots corresponds to the projections and of the vector of
conductivity values assumed for all frequencies by each voxel
. The responsibility images display
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Fig. 1. Numerical phantom: (a) mesh and location of the inclusions (axis units are cm), (b) conductivity spectra of the tissues , (c) model conductivity for all
frequencies.
Fig. 2. Reconstruction-classiﬁcation with homogeneous MRF: conductivity recovered at (a) iteration 1 and (b) iteration 6 (ﬁnal); scatter plots (Section II.K) of
the projection onto the primary and secondary basis vectors of the conductivity images at (c) iteration 1 and (d) iteration 6 (the cross indicates the mean and
the ellipse represents the variance of the classes and the colour map is: blue-carrot, red-potato, yellow-banana, green-cucumber); (e) mean conductivity spectra
and (f) responsibility (the probability that the element is assigned to a certain tissue) recovered at ﬁnal iteration (Section II.K).
the probability that each voxel is assigned to a certain tissue, as
deﬁned by (18).
III. RESULTS
A. Experimental Design
In the following, we present the results of application of
the proposed reconstruction-classiﬁcation method to numerical
(III.B) and experimental data. The method was validated on
simulated data (III.C), and the robustness to errors in the initial
guess of the tissue conductivities was tested for increasing
levels of variance (III.D). The use of spatial smoothing in
addition to the spectral prior in the reconstruction step was
investigated. Images obtained using homogeneous MRF reg-
ularization were compared to results obtained with no spatial
smoothing (III.E) and with a label-dependent MRF (III.F). The
use of frequency-difference data in the reconstruction-classiﬁ-
cation method was investigated and the method was validated
using simulated data (III.G). The images obtained in simulation
were evaluated and compared by an objective measure of
quality (III.H). Finally, a phantom experiment was performed
to compare the use of absolute and frequency-difference data
in the reconstruction-classiﬁcation method (III.I).
B. Numerical Phantom and Data Simulation
A numerical phantom was created using a cylindrical mesh
with approximately 62 000 elements, of diameter 19 cm and
height 10 cm. 32 electrodes were placed in a ring around the
middle of the tank, and a further electrode was placed at the
centre of the base and connected to ground. Three cylindrical
inclusions of radius 2.2 cm and height 10 cm were located in
a homogeneous background. The inclusions were positioned
in (0.87 cm 4.92 cm), ( cm cm), and (3.83 cm
cm). The background tissue was a mixture of 0.1%
concentration saline and carrot pieces, and the inclusions
were composed of, respectively, potato, banana and cucumber
(Fig. 1(a)). The tissue spectra were obtained by measuring
the conductvity of samples using a Hewlett-Packard 42847A
(Hewlett-Packard, CA, USA) impedance analyser. Twelve EIT
measurement frequencies were chosen in the range 640 Hz–1.3
MHz (Fig. 1(b) and (c)). Current of amplitude 133 A was
injected through polar electrodes, and the voltage differences
accross adjacient pairs were considered. Proportional 0.1%
white Gaussian noise was added to the simulated data:
(41)
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Fig. 3. Robustness to error errors in the initial guess of the tissue spectra: images of variance over 20 trials of the labels obtained after adding errors to the tissue
spectra with variance 1% (a), 5% (b), 10% (c) and 20% (d).
Fig. 4. Reconstruction-classiﬁcation in the case of independent elements: (a) conductivity, (b) and scatter plot at ﬁnal iteration and (c) responsability (Section II.K).
where indicates a random number drawn from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation
.
C. Reconstruction-Classification Method With Homogeneous
MRF Regularization: Numerical Validation
Images were reconstructed using the reconstruction-classiﬁ-
cation method (Fig. 2). The number of iteration was ﬁxed at 6
in all the following cases. Homogeneous Markov Random Field
(hMRF) smoothing was applied (see (37))
(42)
The initial mean values of the spectra were set to the real simu-
lated spectra (Fig. 1(b)), and the covariance was set to
for all four tissues. The parameters of the inverse Wishart
distribution were set to and for the
background, and and for the other tis-
sues. The regularization parameters were set to and
. In all cases the values of the regularization param-
eters were chosen by varying and independently within a
range of for and for , and testing
logarithmically spaced points. The spatial parameter was set
to the value which gave the lowest error in the simulated con-
ductivity images (38) or the highest CNR in the experimental
conductivity images (40). The spectral parameter was chosen
so that the conductivity of the tissues would converge to the
mean of the classes over approximately 6 iterations. If is too
high, the classiﬁcation stagnates after a small number of itera-
tions, and if is too low the spectral information is not used
efﬁciently and contrast is lost. Therefore the value of must be
low enough to allow for the spectral model to vary while the esti-
mation of the image improves, and high enough for the conduc-
tivity of the tissues to approach the mean in the ﬁnal iteration.
D. Robustness to Spectral Errors
A study was performed to test the robustness of the recon-
struction-classiﬁcation method to errors in the initial guess of
the spectra of the tissues. Errors were added to the conductivity
value of each tissue before simulating the boundary voltage
data at each frequency. Gaussian distributed errors were chosen
with mean the value of the spectra used in the reconstruction
(Fig. 1(b)), and the study was repeated for increasing variance
values: 1%, 5%, 10% and 20%. For each variance, the errors
were sampled and the reconstruction was repeated 20 times. The
parameters of the reconstruction-classiﬁcation algorithm were
set to those used in the numerical validation. Results for the
voxel-wise variance of the MAP estimate of the labels over 20
draws are presented (Fig. 3).
E. Reconstruction-Classification With Independent Elements
Images were reconstructed without spatial smoothing. The
initial covariance was set to for all tissues. The
parameters of the inverse Wishart distribution were set to the
same values as in Section III.B. The regularization parameter
was (and, obviously, ), and 6
iterations were performed (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction-classiﬁcation with label-dependent MRF: (a) conductivity, (b) and scatter plot at ﬁnal iteration and (c) responsability (Section II.K).
F. Reconstruction-Classification With Label-Dependant MRF
Regularization
Images were reconstructed using the result of the classiﬁca-
tion step to qualify the regularization in the successive recon-
struction step. The Markov Random Field regularization term is
modiﬁed so that only neighbours with the same expected tissue
labels, as given by (14), are considered. TheMRF term becomes
(37)
where indicates the labels assigned at the previous iteration,
and
(43)
The parameters of the reconstruction-classiﬁcation algorithm
were set to the same values used in III.B. Images of the numer-
ical phantom were reconstructed by performing 6 iterations of
reconstruction-classiﬁcation (Fig. 5).
G. Frequency-Difference Reconstruction-Classification:
Numerical Validation
The ﬁrst classiﬁcation step was set up using the result of the
ﬁrst reconstruction step: the initial guess for the mean and vari-
ance of the classes was set to that of the region of the image cor-
responding to each tissue. The parameters of the inverseWishart
distribution were set to and for the
background, and and for perturbation.
Label-dependent MRF regularization was applied, and the reg-
ularization parameters were set to and ,
and 6 iterations were performed (Fig. 6).
H. Image Quality Evaluation and Convergence
The results obtained using the reconstruction classiﬁcation
method with homogeneous MRF regularization (Section III.C,
Fig. 2), independent elements (Section III.E, Fig. 4), label-de-
pendent MRF regularization (Section III.F, Fig. 5), and fre-
quency-difference data with label-dependent MRF regulariza-
tion (Section 6, Fig. 6) were evaluated by our image quantiﬁca-
tion method (Section II.J) and compared (Fig. 7(a)). Similarly,
we compared the results of our study (Section III.D, Fig. 3) of
the robustness of the reconstruction-classiﬁcation method to er-
rors added to the initial guess of the tissue spectra (Fig. 7(b)).
In all cases the number of iterations was ﬁxed to 6. Conver-
gence of the algorithm was evaluated in terms of the descent of
the classiﬁcation error over the number of iterations of
reconstruction and classiﬁcation steps. Results obtained for dif-
ferent choices of regularization (Fig. 8(a)) and after adding er-
rors to the initial estimates of the tissue spectra (Fig. 8(b)) were
compared.
I. Phantom Experiment
A phantom was obtained using a perspex cylindrical tank that
was modelled by the mesh used in simulation. The tank was
ﬁlled with a mixture of 0.1% concentration saline solution and
carrot cubes of approximately 4 mm side. A potato with a diam-
eter of approximately 4.6 cm and length 10 cm was placed ﬁrst
in position ( cm 0 cm 0 cm) (Fig. 9(a)), and then in (0 cm
cm 0 cm) (Fig. 9(e)). The conductivity spectra of the sample
tissues were the same as used in simulation (Section III.B,
Fig. 1(b)). Boundary voltage measurements were recorded with
the UCLHMark 2.5 MFEIT system and using an array of silver
electrodes. The measurement protocol was the same as for the
simulation case (see III.B), and measurements were averaged
over 10 frames.
The initial mean of the spectra was set to values measured
with the impedance analyzer, and the covariance was set to
for the background, and for the
perturbation. The parameters of the inverse Wishart distribution
were set to and for the background, and
and for perturbation. Images were
reconstructed using absolute (Fig. 9) and frequency-difference
(Fig. 10) data using label-dependent MRF regularization. The
regularization parameters were set to
for absolute data and for frequency-dif-
ference data. Six iterations of both reconstruction and classiﬁ-
cation steps were performed in all cases. The images were eval-
uated objectively by calculating the average over frequencies
of the contrast-to-noise ratio of the perturbation in the conduc-
tivity images. Using absolute data the mean CNR was 9.3 and
9.61 respectively for positions ( cm 0 cm 0 cm) and (0 cm
cm 0 cm), and using frequency-difference data the CNRwas
signiﬁcantly lower at 3.22 and 5.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Numerical Results Obtained With Homogeneous MRF,
Independent Elements and Label-Dependent MRF
The choice of introducing homogeneous Markov Random
ﬁeld regularization had the effect of increasing the error on
the estimation of the tissue spectra. This was visible in the
“streaking” between the clusters in the scatter plots (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 6. Frequency-difference reconstruction-classiﬁcation model and results: (a) frequency-difference conductivity model for all frequencies; (b) relative fre-
quency-difference conductivity spectra of the tissues ; (c) mean frequency-difference conductivity spectra recovered by the reconstruction-classiﬁcation
method; frequency-difference conductivity images obtained at (d) iteration 1 and (e) iteration 6 (ﬁnal); scatter plots at (f) iteration 1 and (g) iteration 6; (h) respon-
sibility at ﬁnal iteration (Section II.K).
Fig. 7. Image quality of numerical results: (a) reconstruction classiﬁcation
method with homogeneous MRF (hMRF), independent elements (ie), label-de-
pendent MRF (ldMRF), and frequency-difference with label-dependent MRF
(fdMRF); (b) mean over 20 repetitions of the image quality obtained after 1%,
5%, 10% and 20% adding errors to the initial guess of the spectra.
The reason for this is that the hMRF regularization favours spa-
tially smooth solutions. Therefore, instead of a jump-change in
the conductivity of areas assigned to different tissues, elements
along the boundary between tissues assumed intermediate
conductivity values. These elements caused an increase in the
covariance associated to the tissue classes. In the ﬁnal image,
the largest eigenvalue of the covariance of each perturbation
class corresponded to the direction of the line joining the mean
Fig. 8. Convergence analysis: descent of the classiﬁcation error over the
number of iterations for (a) reconstruction classiﬁcation method with homo-
geneous MRF (hMRF), independent elements (ie) and label-dependent MRF
(ldMRF); and (b) after adding 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% errors to the initial guess
of the spectra.
conductivity of the perturbation to that of the background.
However, from the comparison with the case of independent
elements (no spatial smoothing, Fig. 4) it was evident that the
use of hMRF regularization had the effect of signiﬁcantly im-
proving the overall image quality, as reﬂected by the reduction
in the -norm and the classiﬁcation errors (Fig. 7(a)). Indeed,
in the case of independent elements the classiﬁcation error
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Fig. 9. Phantom experiment setup and reconstruction-classiﬁcation results for absolute data: (a) experimental setup, (b) conductivity image and (c) scatter plot and
(d) responsibility image for position ( cm 0 cm 0 cm); (e) experimental setup, (f) conductivity image, (g) scatter plot and (h) responsibility image for position
(0 cm cm 0 cm) (Section II.K). The conductivity images (b) and (f) present boundary artefacts arising from modelling errors in the position of the electrodes.
Fig. 10. Phantom experiment reconstruction-classiﬁcation results for frequency-difference data: (a) conductivity image and (b) scatter plot and (c) responsibility
image for position ( cm 0 cm 0 cm); (d) conductivity image, (e) scatter plot and (f) responsibility image for position (0 cm cm 0 cm) (Section II.K).
The boundary artefact is suppressed in the conductivity images (a) and (d) by use of frequency-difference data.
stagnates after one iteration (Fig. 8(a)), indicating that the use
of the spectral model alone is insufﬁcient to correctly segment
the conductivity images.
The choice to use the result of the classiﬁcation step to
qualify the successive reconstruction step by using label-de-
pendant MRF allowed for sharp edges between tissues whilst
favouring large homogeneous areas (Fig. 5). Neighbouring
voxels that were assigned to different tissues in the previous
classiﬁcation step were not considered in the calculation of
the regularization term; therefore elements lying along the
edge between tissues assumed the conductivity of one or the
other tissue. This modiﬁcation returned an improvement in the
spectral errors with respect to hMRF (Fig. 7(a)).
B. Robustness to Spectral Errors
The variance of the images obtained after adding errors to
the initial guess of the tissue spectra was found to be very low.
For 1% error, the images were nearly unchanged, and for 20%
error the maximum variation in the images with the respect to
the mean was only 1.9% (Fig. 3). This result indicated that the
classiﬁcation step corrected the estimate of the tissue properties.
The image quality was found to be dependant on the spectral
error, and the imaging errors increased with the variance of the
spectral error (Fig. 7(b)). Further, convergence of the algorithm
was slower for larger spectral errors (Fig. 8(b)), which suggests
that a higher number of iterations may be required if the initial
estimate for the spectra is far away from the real values.
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C. Frequency-Difference Combined
Reconstruction-Classification
The advantage of using frequency-difference data in the
image reconstructions was that the result was more robust to
modelling errors. The sensitivity of the method to errors in the
geometry of the boundary, the localization and shape of the
electrodes, and contact impedance is higher if absolute data
is used. In an experimental setup, this may result in severe
edge artifact, which can signiﬁcantly affect image quality. The
effect of referring the data to a low frequency is the suppression
frequency-independent modelling and instrumentation errors,
in the same way that the use of time-difference data allows for
the suppression of time-independent errors.
The disadvantage to using frequency difference data is that
the number of data points is reduced from to ,
whereas the number of unknown remains constant . Also, the
reconstruction problem is no longer unique. We therefore do
not expect the reconstructed absolute values to agree with the
simulated model. Therefore, tissues are distinguished only by
the difference in the relative slope of the spectrum, rather that
the absolute conductivity values, and this can result in a loss in
contrast.
In conducting the simulation study (Section III.G, Figs. 6 and
7(a)), it proved difﬁcult to perform the correct classiﬁcation
of the tissues when the class means were initialized to the ex-
pected values , and the class variances were set to a multiple of
the identity matrix. The reason for this is that the conductivity
values recovered by the ﬁrst reconstruction step were too dis-
tant from the real values. Instead, we adopted the method used
in [20], and chose to initialize the parameters using the result
of the ﬁrst reconstruction step. This required knowledge of the
approximate location of the perturbation tissues, which may ei-
ther be held a priori, or may also be gained from the ﬁrst re-
construction result. In this case the data was simulated, and the
region of interest corresponding to the location of each tissues
was already known. However in an experimental setup it would
have been necessary to view the ﬁrst reconstructed image and
select the areas corresponding to signiﬁcant perturbations. This
could be achieved either manually, by visualizing the result,
or by choosing an automatic criterion. For example, the image
could be thresholded to consider voxels with signiﬁcant varia-
tions from the background value as “other than the background
tissue”. Then the perturbation tissues could be distinguished by
ﬁnding neighbouring clusters of voxels, and considering each
cluster as a distinct tissue.
D. Computation Time
The run time of the proposed reconstruction algorithm was
approximately 20 minutes per iteration on a 16 core work-
station with 128 GB RAM. The majority of the computation
time was spent ﬁnding the solution to the forward problem and
the update search direction for the inverse problem. There is
scope for optimizing the imaging method in order to minimize
run time and memory usage. For example, recent advances
in the development of parallelized solvers could allow for a
reduction in the forward solve time for large scale problems
[23]. This could enable the choice of a memory efﬁcient inver-
sion method that requires a larger number of iterations, such
as limited-memory BFGS [24]. Alternatively, introducing a
suitable pre-conditioner could improve the solve time of the
Gauss-Newton search direction. Further, integration with the
approximation error method could also allow for the use of
lower-resolution meshes without loss of image quality [25],
[26].
E. Phantom Experiment
The phantom experiment was designed to highlight the ef-
fect of using frequency-difference data in the reconstruction.
The images recovered from absolute data (Fig. 9) presented
a ring-shaped artefact around the edge of the tank. This was
caused by the mismatch between the model and the real shape
of the boundary and electrodes, electrode localization, contact
impedance, and instrumentation errors [7], [27]. The errors were
most evident near the electrodes because the sensitivity to noise
is highest in the areas where the current density is highest.
The use of frequency-difference data allowed for the subtrac-
tion of frequency-invariant errors in the data, and thus resulted
in the suppression of the boundary artefact (Fig. 10). However,
information about the absolute values of the conductivity of the
tissues was lost, and the recovered contrast was lower with re-
spect to the case of absolute data (Section III.I). As the observer
is likely to be most sensitive to the appearance of the artefacts,
the use of frequency-difference data has the effect of improving
the overall visual quality of the image. However, the images
obtained from absolute data contain relatively more informa-
tion about the conductivity of the object, and perform better in
terms of an objective evaluation measure.
V. CONCLUSION
We have formalized, validated and applied a combined
reconstruction-classiﬁcation method for Multifrequency Elec-
trical Impedance Tomography. The novelty of the method lies
in the simultaneous estimation of the conductivity and the
spectra of the tissues in the domain. This allows for the use
of the spectral information in the reconstruction step, while
the constraints are updated in the classiﬁcation step to correct
possible errors in the initial assumptions.
We have found that our method is very robust to errors in the
initial guess of the tissue spectra. We have compared alterna-
tive choices of regularization and concluded that it is preferable
to introduce spatial smoothing, and that edges can be enhanced
by using the classiﬁcation result to inform the regularization in
the reconstruction step. We have formalized and validated a fre-
quency-difference variant of the method. We have applied ab-
solute and frequency-difference reconstruction-classiﬁcation to
phantom data collected in a tank, and found that the use of fre-
quency-difference data results in the suppression of edge arte-
facts, but also results in a reduction in contrast.
The assumption of a Gaussian statistical model for the tissue
spectra results in the inclusion of a second order regularization
term in the objective function for the conductivity. Given that
the latter is differentiable, the problem can then be solved rel-
atively easily by applying a gradient descent method. In our
phantom experiment, measurements of the tissue samples ac-
quired with the impedance spectroscoper were consistent with
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a Gaussian distribution. In the event that the conductivity spec-
trum of a particular tissue were found to be non-Gaussian, the
method could be modiﬁed to include an appropriate statistical
model.
Further work is necessary to compare the performance of
the reconstruction classiﬁcation method using absolute and fre-
quency-difference data. The results are likely to be dependant
on the spectra of the tissues involved, and on the distance of
the anomalies from the electrodes. Further analysis is required
to investigate the robustness of the method to modelling errors
such as erroneous electrode location and contact impedance.
The method could also be improved by modifying the prior dis-
tribution of the spectral properties of the tissues to include infor-
mation about cross-frequency correlation. Our results suggest
that the proposed method is suitable for applications involving a
number of tissues with inaccurately known spectra. Future work
will focus on applying reconstruction-classiﬁcation to image in
vivo tissues in an animal model.
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